CIRCULAR SUMMATION AND LOCALIZATION OF
DOUBLE TRIGONOMETRIC SERIES
BY

LEONARD D. BERKOVITZ
In this paper we shall study the problem of localization in the case of
double trigonometric
series summed by the method of circular summation
introduced by Bochner in his treatment
of multiple Fourier series [l](l). To
develop our theory of localization we shall use the process of formal multiplication of series in a manner analogous to that employed by Rajchman
and Zygmund [6] in their investigations
of localization phenomena exhibited
by trigonometric
series in one variable. However, we shall apply these ideas
to circular sums and means. We also extend our results to higher dimensions
and consider briefly types of summation defined by certain convex curves.
The author would like to take this opportunity
to thank Professor Antoni
Zygmund for suggesting this problem and for his guidance and encouragement.
1. Definitions and notation. A double trigonometric
series is a series of

the form
oo

T =

Z

cmnei<-mx+''y\

7n,n=—oo

where the numbers cmn are arbitrary complex numbers. Such a series is said to
converge in the ordinary, or Pringsheim, sense to a limit L at the point (x, y),
if the sequence of partial sums Smn defined by
M,N

Smn

=

Z

cm,nei(-mx+ny'>

m,n—M.—N

satisfies the following condition. Given an e>0 we can find integers No and
Mo such that whenever N>N0 and M>M0 we have |SW —L\ <e. We say
that the series converges rapidly to a limit L in case | Smn —L\ <e for all but
a finite number of indices.
As was already suggested, we shall primarily be dealing with a third
method of summation,
namely circular summation.
To this end we adopt the
following conventions.
An index pair will be denoted by the capital letter
of the first index occurring. For example, (m, n) will be denoted simply by
M. By | M\ we shall mean the distance of the lattice point (m, n) from the
origin. Thus \M\ =(m2+n2Y12. Furthermore,
we shall write the expression
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(mx+ny) simply as MX. In the event that the limits of summation are ± °°
and there is no doubt as to the index of summation, we shall drop the indices
under the summation sign. Should several pairs of indices be involved, then
we shall merely indicate by the appropriate
capital letter which pair is to be
summed over, with the limits again omitted if they are ± <x>.In practically
all situations arising, no confusion will result from this convention. In any case
where there is a possibility of confusion, our convention will be dropped and
everything
will be spelled out in the usual way. Our series T can now be
written as

T = Z cMeiMX.
With these preliminaries
attended to, we proceed to discuss circular summation. By the circular partial sums Sr(x, y) of the series T, we mean the

numbers defined by

Sn(x, y) =

Z

cMeiMX

\M\£B

where £ is a continuous parameter.
We say that T is circularly summable
to the value L(x, y) at the point (x, y) in case UmB^x SR(x, y)=L(x,
y).
Clearly, the case x = 0, y = 0 is the case of numerical series. A series will be
said to be absolutely circularly summable if the series obtained by replacing
each term by its absolute value is circularly summable. It is quite evident
that a series is absolutely circularly summable if and only if the series of absolute values is convergent in the ordinary sense. For such series the ordinary
and circular methods are equivalent..
The series T will be said to be circularly summable (C, n), 17>0, to sum
L(x, y) in case

lim ôr(x, y) = L(x, y)

where
n

rR

Z

cMeiMX[1 - —-

/

\M

\M\iR

\

R

¿l(x, y) = — I Sr(x, y)(R - r)r-idr =
R"Jo

The numbers a\(x, y) are called the (C, in) means of rank R of the series T.
From the second formula for cR(x, y), we see that it is natural to define summability (C, 0) as ordinary circular summation.
It can be shown [3, p. 29]
that summability
(C, r¡) implies summability
(C, n+e), e>0. A theorem of
Hardy [2] tells us that if we were to define the (C, r¡) circular means as
v

2-n Pn

«¿(*, y) = —

I Sr(x, y)(R2 - r2)^rdr

R2"Jo

=

x-,

/

\M

Z

cMeiMXI1 - [—

\m\sb

\

R2
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then <r\(x, y)—L(x, y) =o(l) if and only if cr(x, y)—L(x, y) is o(l). An examination of the proof of this theorem, at least for ?j an integer, shows that in
our case â\(x, y)—L(x, y) is o(R~'), e>0, if and only if a\(x, y)—L(x, y)
= o(R~'). See [2, p. 76](2). We shall make use of this strong equivalence and
in any given situation shall take whichever definition is more convenient at

the moment.
In the sequel we shall occasionally

drop the adjective "circular" when
speaking of circular summation. However, when speaking of circular processes
we shall use the words "summation,"
"summable,"
or "summability,"
in
contrast
to the word "convergence"
which shall be reserved for the usual
concepts. Thus our intent will be clear.
2. Formal multiplication.
We begin by developing the theory of formal
multiplication
as far as we shall need it. Let

Tx = Z aMemx
be two double trigonometric
defined to be the series

and

series. Their

F3=

F2 = Z ocMeiMX
formal

product,

when it exists, is

2ZAMeiMX

where

(1)

AM = Z apoiM-p.
p

If the numbers ttjf are bounded and the series Zla^l
¡s convergent,
then
the numbers Am are defined. Hence the formal product exists. In fact we
have the following lemma concerning the order of the coefficients AmLemma 1. Suppose that Tx is a series with coefficients o(\ M\ y), 7=^0, and
suppose that T2 is a series such that Z| aM\ I M\ T is convergent. Then the series
(1) converges and Am is o(\M\X). If 7 = 0 the condition is to be taken as o(l)

as \m\—>*>.
Write

AM = Z ctpotM-p= I
P

\

Z

+

\P\<\M\/2

Z
|Af|/2álP|S2|«-|

+

Z

)apaM-p

|P|>2|JIÍ|/

= Zl + Zs + 2-i3But

| Zi| £K\M\y

Z

\ctM-p\ = o(l)K\M\y

\P\<\M\/2

where if is a positive
(2) In Hardy's
tegers representable

constant

and o(l) is to be taken as o(l) as | M\ —>«>.

notation we have \k = nk, where the sequence \nk\ consists of those inas the sum of two squares, pk= (»j:)"2, and so /i = <r1'2,f = ij1/2.
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Moreover,

I Z2I = o(\M\y)2Z\ocM\ = o(\M\y),
M - F h"
I.|P|>2|.W| \|

= 0 hy Z

M — P\f

Ia^-pIIM- F h} = o(l).

Combining the estimates on Zi» Z2. and Z3> we establish the lemma.
Having determined
conditions under which the formal product exists, we
now prove some theorems about its behavior.

Theorem
1. Let Tx and T2 be two double trigonometric series with the following properties:

(i)

aM= o(\M I"1),

(ii)

OLM= 0( I M [-*),

(iii)

Z aMeiMX = 0

for (x, y) belonging to a set E in the plane. Then the series T3 whose terms Am
are given by (1) is the formal product of Tx and T2 and is circularly summable
to zero, uniformly for all (x, y) in E.
In the proof several estimates arise quite naturally, and since they will
be needed for later theorems, we shall state them as separate lemmas.

Lemma 2. The number of lattice points in a circle of radius R is

(2)

tR2 + O(R).
This is a very well known

and elementary

Lemma 3. Let T2 be a series satisfying
for (ii) which now reads

(ii')

result.

the conditions of the theorem, except

aM = o( I M \-e),

e > 2.

Then for any (x, y) in E, any positive real number R, and any point P whose
norm does not satisfy the inequality R—1^\P\
^F+l

(3)

Z I «a/I = 0(F-<o-2>),
|Af]>K

(4)

0(1 R-

|f||-(9-2)).

IMI Sä

To establish (3), we first divide the region exterior to the circle of radius
R into annuli A¡, j = 0, 1, 2, • • • , each of width one. Denote the number of
lattice points in the annulus Aj by L¡. Then in view of (2)
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Li ^ *{(R + j + l)2 - (R + j)2} + 0(R+j+l)

(5)

= *{2R + 2j+ 1} +0(R + j+

1).

Hence we may write

z

01M

=z z

R+j+n

OLM

\U

j-o mE.Aj

|M|>B

(R + j)6)

\R6-2/

which is (3).
Once we have (3) it is an easy matter to obtain (4). Suppose first P\ >R
+ 1. If we construct a circle Cx of radius R with P as center, then th is circle
will be tangent to the circle C2 with center at the origin and radius
P\ -R.
Also, Cx will be exterior to C2. Hence
oiM-pe HM-P)X

Ú Z

\M\UR

I 0¿M-P\ è

Z

\M\ER

\ Oím\

|M|>|P|-B

1
"(

( \P

- R)6

On the other hand, if \P\ <R—1 we again construct a circle Cx of radius R
with P as center. Cx will be tangent to the circle C2 whose center is at the
origin and whose radius is R— \P\. Further,
Cx will contain C2. Making use
of condition (iii), we can say

z

aM-pe HM-P)X

Z «•»-■

i(M-P)X

\M\>R

and by (3) this is 0((R— \P\ )~(9_2>).The lemma is thus proved.
We now take up the proof of the theorem proper. The fact that the formal
product is well defined follows either from Lemma 1 or the remark immediately preceding the lemma. If we denote the circular partial sums of the product by Sr(x, y), we must show that lim,R,w Sr(x, y)=0,
uniformly
for all
(x, y) in E. For simplicity of notation we shall assume that the set E consists
of the point (o, o). Sr(o, o) will be written simply as Sr. From the method of
proof it will be clear that the result is valid for any point (x, y), and furthermore, if E does not reduce to a point, the convergence of Sr(x, y) on E is
uniform.

We write

Sr = Z AM= Z
(6)

\M\UR

\M\èR

Z aPaM-p= Z aP Z &m-p
P

-( z + z
\

|P|Sff/2

Ä/2<|P|<3Ä/2

P

\M\eR

+ z )z<

CLM-P = A + B + C.

|P|ä3B/2/

\M\SR

Each of the sums A, B, and C will be shown to approach

zero as R tends to
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Sum A is dealt with quite readily as follows.

Ml = Z | a, |

Z

Z I«p| Z

<*M-P

\M\SR

|P|áB/2

|P|SB/2

<*m-p

\M\>R

since ZaAf = 0- Therefore

Ml =IPISÄ/2
Z \ap\|M|>B/2
Z MiflIn view of the last inequality,
statements
coefficients aP are bounded, we have

A I = 0(R2)0

(2) and (3), and the fact that

the

©-•(?>

This is the desired result.
C is treated in a manner similar to that used to establish (3). With the
notation set up there and with the aid of (4) and (5), we see that

\C

*t(

Z |fr| I Z «u-r\)

j-0 \ PSA,-

= o{z
Remark

I \M\UR

R+ j + 1
(3F/2+Í-F)3

I/

}■-G->

1. It should be noted that only the fact that aP = 0(l)

quired of Tx to get the convergence

was re-

to zero of A and C.

Finally we dispose of B.

B

=(
\

z

Ä/2<|P|<iü-l
Î/2<|P|<R-

+ z

fi-lS|P|â|P|Sfi+l

+ z

) Z CiM-P
o

B+K|P|<3Ä/2

/

\M\£R

= Bx + B2 + B3

Using (2), the hypothesis
aP = o(\P\-i),

and the absolute
B2

convergence

= "(1) {

of T2 we immediately

see that

x[(R + l)2 - (R - l)2] + 0(R + I))

(R-l)

J

0(1) = o(l).

To evaluate B3, subdivide the annulus formed by the circles whose radii
are R+Í and 3i?/2 by drawing circles with centers at the origin and radii

(R+l)+j,j=l,2,
Aj, j=\,2,

■ ■ ■,JR, where jÄ= [3R/2-(R
■ ■ ■ , Jr, of width one and usually

+ l)]. We thus get annuli

an annulus

A¡R+x whose width
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is less than one. Clearly,

BzltiZi Z |«p
!=1 \iEi,-

Z

OLM-P

\M\-&R

where (*) =Jr + 1 if the annulus AjE+1 exists and (*)=Jr otherwise. From (2),
(4), and the fact that ap = o(l-P|-1), we obtain that the preceding series is

majorized

by
(*) (j? 4- -A2 -

Similarly

(R 4- * -

1)2 -1- (R 4- fn

we can show that Bx is o(l) and so complete

I <*>

the proof of Theorem

1.
We observe at this point that the condition (ii) of the theorem could
have been replaced by the more economical one of aM = 0(\ Af|~(4+<)), e>0,

or by Zla^l IM\ 3< «>.
If the series 7"2 converges to a function
then we have the following result.

X(x, y) which need not be zero,

Theorem
1'. Let 7\ and T2 be two series satisfying the conditions of Theorem
1, except that T2 converges to a function X(x, y) which need not be zero. Then

T3 - \Ti - Z AMeiMX- X(x, y) Z aMeiMX
is circularly summable to zero, uniformly for (x, y) in the fundamental
bounded by the lines x = 0, x = 27r, y = 0, y = 27r.

square Í2

We consider the series
T2 = Z cLMe*MXwhere

< *
'
'
(«oo = «oo — X(x, y).

The series T* has coefficients which depend on (x, y) but which satisfy the
conditions put on the coefficients of T2 in Theorem 1 uniformly for (x, y)
in £2. Also T* converges to zero in £2. An examination of the proof of Theorem
1 will show that if the coefficients a« depend on (x, y) and the required conditions on the ctM are satisfied uniformly for (x, y) in ß, then T3 is still
circularly summable to zero, uniformly on E. Letting T% = TxT* and applying
the above discussion to T* yields the fact that T¡ is uniformly circularly
summable to zero on ß.

But
T* = Z A*Me'MX
where
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AM = Z aMaM-p = Z o-moîm-p + aM(aoo — X(x, y))
P¡¿M

= Z aMOiM-p — X(x, y)aM = AM — X(x, y)aM.
p
Hence the theorem follows.
With Theorem 1 as base point we shall consider the behavior of the
formal product of 7\ and T2 when we no longer assume aM = o(\ M\~l), but
merely aM = o(\ M\y), 7 a —1. In order to do this we must first define three
operators,
d/dx, d/dy, and V2, which in effect consist of formal partial differentiation
of series and formal forming of Laplacians.
Let

T= 2ZCueiMx.
Then

dT

^

Z imcMeiMX,
-= = 22
dx
V2r = - Z|

dT

--=
dy

Z incMemx,

M\2cMeiMX

By the symbol dM/dx(r), r an integer greater than 0, we shall mean the
operator d/dx applied r times in succession, and similarly for the operators

dM/dyM and (V2)«. The operators

d^/dx^,

d^/dy™,

and (V2)<°>shall be

interpreted
as the identity operators. It is clear that these operators and their
powers commute with each other in all possible ways. Our theorem can now

be stated.
Theorem 2. Let T\ be a double trigonometric series with coefficients o(\ M\ y)'
7^—1. Let T2 be a trigonometric series with coefficients 0(\ M\~s), where 6 = 5
+ 2(7 + 1) and y is the smallest integer greater than or equal to y. Finally, sup-

pose that
ô(r)

(7)

dM

-(v2)<»r2

= o

QXM dyMK

for all triples of integers (r, s, t) satisfying the condition r + s+t^y
+ l, and for
all (x, y) in a set E(3). Then T3, the formal product of Tx and T2, is defined and
is circularly summable (C, 7 + 1) to zero, uniformly for all (x, y) in E.
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we shall assume that E consists of the origin.
The method of proof will again show the result to be valid for any point,
and if E does not reduce to a point, the convergence of crR+1(x, y) on E is
uniform.
The fact that the formal product is defined is a consequence of Lemma 1,
(3) For example, a series all of whose derivatives
vanish on E satisfies this condition.

up to and including those of order 2(7 + 1)
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and the major task is to show that
7+1
2(7 + 1) rR
or
= —S(r)(R2

- r2)yrdr = o(l)

where S(r) = Sr.
First we shall prove that

the theorem is true for the case that y is an
integer greater than or equal to — 1. For convenience of terminology we shall
consider zero to be such an integer. Then

-+1

OR =

v a fi

2-, AM I 1-—-

\M\eR

=(
\

\

Z
|P|<3Ä/2

+

\Ml\+1
1
R

Z
|P|ä3B/2

/

v

v

/,

P

\M\eR

\

= 2u «P 2-, OCM-P
I 1-—

ap) Z aM-p(i-l-^p\+1
/

\M\áR

\

K

l^l2V+1
1
R

/

= A' + B'.

/

We now show that B' = o(l) as | M\ —»». Taking into account the fact that
0^(l-|M|2/i?2)^l,
statement
(3), and the order of the coefficients of 7\,
we get

IB'[ = |P|a3B/2
Z I«pI \M\eR,
Z I<*M-P
|

=o{ £ ( l£l Y
l|P|tíB/2\|M-P|/

.of E

liPitÍB/í

•-1
(|P|

- Ä)w/

»!-1

(|-P| - R)3+¡)

where f = 2(7 + 1)— 7. The methods used to prove that sum C in (7) was
0(1/R) can now be used to show that the sum on the right is 0(l/i?1+f).
Remark
2. The condition ap = o(\ M\ y) on the coefficients of Tx could
have been replaced by 0(|ikf|1')
and the result just proved would still be

valid.
Remark 3. In this argument we did not use the fact that 7 was an
integer.
Lemma 4, which follows, tells us that A' is o(l) and so completes the
proof of the theorem if 7 is an integer.
Lemma 4. Under the hypotheses of the theorem,

Z
|P|<3P/2

"P Z
]M]ÛR

/

I M |2v+!

«Ai-p( 1 - -1—7-)
\

R

= o(l),

For 7= —1 this was proved in Theorem
view of the equation
(9) m2 + n2 = p2 + q2 + (m -

7 = - 1, 0, 1, 2, • • • .

/

p)2 + (n -

1. Suppose
q)2 -

2i(m -

now that ■y>—1, In
p)ip

-

2i(n -

q)iq,
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we may write

*- E "i 2«^-|ifh(i-^LY
|P|<3B/2

K-

= Z |P|<3B/2

A

\M\SiR

+

A

/

Z «*-*(-[m-p\*)U-^-)

\M\eR

\

^

PaP

^

|P|<3B/2

A

|JIÍ|áB

^

qaP

—

2-,

—-

2-, CLM-pi(n -

2-,

-—-

+ 2i Z
+ 2i

\

—

[PK3B/2

A

(

Z

«M-PÍ(m-p)(l-^)

|AT|áA

aP(R2-\p\2)

|P|<3B/2

A

/

\M\2\y

\

A

(

\m\2\

q)\ 1-—-1
\

/

K'

/

/

\M\2y

\

A2

2-, aM-p ( 1-——

R

|Af|âB

)
/

= Sx + S2 + S3 + 54.
To each of the sums Sx, S2, S3, Sit we repeat the process of factoring
(R2— | M\2)/R2 and applying the decomposition
(9) to the numerator.
7 + 1 steps we shall obtain 4T+1 sums of the form

(10)

2-f -

2-

■-r—2-•

|P|<3B/2

out
In

2-, ßu-F
Ä y

\M\&R

where:

(a) ¿ = 1, 2, 3, • • -,4t+\
(b) X(£), m(£). and ?(£) are integers depending on £ and which satisfy
the relation X(£)+m(£)+K£) = 7+1, for all £. Henceforth,
we shall merely
write X, ¡x, v and drop the argument £.
At this point it should be remarked that the 47+1 sums Zs are n°t all
distinct. This, however, need not concern us.
For every £, the series Zßjü' can be considered as being obtained from
T2 by application of the operators d/dx, d/dy, V2, and their powers. Now we
know that in getting Z/^m from T2 we applied the partial derivative operators X+jit times. If we denote by r the number of times we applied the
Laplacian operator, we see that for all £,
X + /i + j' + T = 7+l

and so by (7), ZßM=0Recalling the fact that the series T2 has coefficients
0(| M|_s), we note that every application
of a partial derivative
operator
to T2 will diminish 5 by one, and every application of the Laplacian operator

will diminish 5 by two. Therefore, ß{M= 0( \ M\ ~"), where

r, = 5 + 2(7 + 1) - (X + ß + It) = 5 + X + M+ 2v.
Combining

these results with (10) and applying

(4) yields
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=0Í y

M (M-M1M + M1)'

\\païR,2

Rt+1

+ oi

Ry+i-i^\

y

|ap| (\R-\r\\\R

U-tíWíí+i

Ry+1

i

)

(R-\P\)1-*)

+ \P\\Y)

JtrHHMrt

j

±o{liPioB/2
Y! M_î_1
â^1
|â-|p||^+"+'I
»|<3B/2

■{ z~P~\éR+xRy+1f

+ 0 '

V.B-lSlPI

where the mark

' indicates

indices which satisfy

that

we are to omit

R-l^\P\^R+l.

from consideration

those

Since \aP\ /Ry+1 = o(\P\ y/Ry+1)'

and \P\ <3R/2, we see that (11) is essentially the same as the sum A+B of
equation (6) in Theorem 1(4). But we have already shown there that A and
B are both o(l), and hence we have shown that for all £, Zí ^s °W- This
completes the proof of the lemma.
Remark 4. At this stage we note that if aM = o(| M\y), k —1 <y<k, where
k is an integer greater than or equal to zero, we may put y + e = k, 0<e<l,
and say aM = o(\ M\ k~t). The formal product will then be summable (C, £+1)
to zero, and an inspection of the above proof informs us that oR+1= o(R~e).
We have already seen in §1 that Hardy's theorem [2] implies that if oB+l

= o(R-*) then
(12)

k+x

i/

k + 1 rR

= -~
R^1

S(r)(R - r)Hr = o(R-).

Jo

Using this result we can prove the theorem

for nonintegral

values of y> —1.

If we set

(13)

tI = V f S(r)(R - ry-Hr,

r, > 0,

J o

then we have ôr = tb/R" and also

(14)

(a+«)

TR

=

r(a

+ ß + 1) CR c

P

T(a + 1)1 (ß) Jo

For a proof of (14) see [3, p. 27, Lemma

T (r)(R - rf

ß-x

dr,

a ^ 0, ß > 0.

6]. In view of (12) we must show

that
TR+1/Ry+1

-

o(i).

Using (14) we have
(4) It should be noted that for some £ the situation will be slightly better than in sum
A +B. However, if t(£) =0 the situation is essentially that in A -\-B and no better.
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-=
Ry+X

D
rR
rk(r)(R
ic*+l-«J0

—-=
Rk+l-,

where D is a constant.
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We now break

- r)-<dr

up this integral

into two integrals

Ix,

extended from 0 to R—Í, and I2, taken from 22—1 to 22. To show that Ix is
o(l) we integrate
Ix =-

D

by parts and get

r rR-x

Rk+1-'LJa

rh(r)dr

a.B/2
Taking

into account

/»«-iX 1

"i "1

(12) and (14), we may write

Ix = 0(1) + O(R-) + o(l) f

•*-«

J B/2

It remains
result.

( /•'

to show

that

/2 = o(l),

and

dr

= o(l).

R ~ry-

for this

we require

the following

Lemma 5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, âR = o(Ry+l~x), X=0, 1, 2,
• • • , k, where k —l= [7 ].
We decompose o-\ into sums A' and B' as in (8). As there, B' is 0(l/221+f)>
£■= 2(7 + 1)— 7. To treat A' we proceed as in Lemma 4 and reduce the problem to a consideration
of sums which are essentially A and B of (6), but
with aM —o(\ M\ y~x). The proofs of Theorem 1 and Lemma 4 show these
sums to be o(227+1-x). Hence a\ is o(227+1-x) and so íñ = o(22>+1-x). The
equivalence of the order conditions again follows from the proof given in
Hardy [2]. In passing we note that the condition a« = o(\ M\ t_x) is the worst
one that can occur.
We now take up the evaluation of /2.
.B
rR

D

~ R^-Jr-x
;f

Rk+X-e ,

JR-X

= ~Ii;f

RK+1 'Jr-x

+ -¿ZirV
R^-'Jr-.X

= 12 + /Í'.

Th(r)(R -

r)-'dr

-1

{ Z AM(r-\M\)<\(R-r)-'dr
K\M\ër

{ Z

J

( \M\&R-X

i

Au(r-\M\A(R-r)-dr

Z

{R-X<lM\úr

)

Au(r-\M\A(R-r)-dr
)
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Integrating

I'2 by parts k times gives

i*--~r,

Z

+ ~=¡¿-

AM(R-\-\M\)«
Z

AM(R-1-\M\)^+---

+ -^Z7
Z ¿*(Ä-1-|*I>
22*+1 e |K|Sfi-j
Rh+^JR-X

\\M\&R-X

I

Z>i
2)2
' r*(22 - 1) + ——-

^i+i-e

22*+1-e

D'k+xS(R - 1)

r<*-" + 22 - 1) • • • +

22*+1_t

where D[, D2, ■ ■ ■ , D'k+1 are constants.
Lemma 5 tells us that the last sum
is o(l) and so 2~2= 0(1)- We now dispose of I2 . This time we again integrate
by parts k times and get

n"
ht" = D2

' Jlf.
a fi
M I \\)M-1-«
am[1-—-

V
X,
(B-1)<|M|SB

= D2 2-1 ap
P

\

2-1

R

I

oím-pI i-—

(R-XXIM\SR

I

\

R

I

ê d2 2-, I «p I

2-1

p

{«.-ix i Jifi SB

|P|<3B/2

|P|È3B/2/

(22—1)

*+1~e

I otM-p| l-—
22

íflí'í z + z )-^L
\

/

z

ajif-p

= ^4

+

f>

.

A""*"1 * (B-l)<|Jlf|SB

The proof of the fact that B' in (8) is o(l) and Remark 3 tell us that B" is
o(l). From the proof of Lemma

3 it is easily seen that

(0(1)

Z

(B-1XIMISB
Also we have that

\ait-p\ - W

if 22 - 1 ^ | P| g 22+ 1

1

t V [I Pi -*|»WTfl>

\aP\ /Rk+1~t = o(\P\ k~*/ Rk+l-').

\

,

.

J °therW1Se-

This plus the fact that,

in sum A", \P\ <3R/2
show that the consideration
of A" reduces to consideration of sums essentially the same as A and B of (6). These we know
are o(l), and so the proof of the present theorem is completed.

Corollary.

In the event that the series Tx is a Fourier series of a function
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in Lv, Kp^2,

then T3 is circularly

We first prove the following

[March

summable (C, l/p)

to zero, uniformly

on E.

lemma.

Lemma 6. Let F(x, y) be in LP, 1<^2,
variable, and suppose F~ Za^e'MX- Then

Z

periodic of period 2ir in each

\om\ = o(RUp).

(R-X)<\M\<R

By the Cauchy-Schwarz

(15)

Z

inequality

\aM\è(

(B-l)<|Jlf|<B

Z
\

\ aM\A * (L^r))1'»,

B-l<|Jlf|<B

/

where l/p + l/p' = 1 and Z,(b_i,b) denotes the number of lattice points in the
ring whose radii are R— 1 and R. From (2) and the theorem of HausdorffYoung we see immediately that (15) is o(Rllp).
To prove the corollary we first note that the Riemann-Lebesgue
theorem
tells us that aM = o(l) as | M\ —*=°. By making a few minor changes in the
proof of Theorem 2 for the case 7 = 0, we can show that the formal product
is (C, 1) summable
to zero and that <rRl)
= o(221-1'p). From part two of
Theorem 2 we then conclude that the formal product is summable (C, i/p)
to zero.
We also have the following counterpart
of Theorem 1'.
Theorem

2'. Let Tx and T2 be two series with coefficients as described in

Theorem 2. Further, let
dxM dy (»)

(V2)«'P2

= 0

for all triples of integers (r, s, t) such that 0<r-\-s-\-t?¿y
+ l, uniformly for all
(x, y) in a set ECß, where ß is the fundamental square. Suppose T2 converges
to a function X(x, y) ow ß, where X(x, y) need not be zero on E, but
d(r)

dM

ßx(.r)

ßyU)

(V2)<»X(x, y) = 0

onE for all triples of integers (r, s,t) such that 0<r+s+t^y

+ l. Then the series

T3 - \Tx

is circularly

summable

(C, 7+1)

The proof is similar

to that

to zero, uniformly

of Theorem

for (x, y) in E(6).

1', but with Theorem

2 now

playing the role of Theorem 1.
(6) Examples of series T2 and functions X(x, y) satisfying such conditions
functions and their Fourier series which are described in the next section.

are the localizing
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3. Localization. The above results will now be applied to the problem of
localization.
However, before doing so, a few preliminary
remarks are in

order.
Remark 5. If f(x, y) is in L and periodic of period 27r in each variable
then, as is well known, we may associate to/ its Fourier series. Thus

f~2ZcMeiMX=

©[/].

In what follows the notation ©[f] will be used quite frequently to denote
the Fourier series of a function/.
The circular partial sums Sr (x, y) of/ are

given by
I-

Sr(x, y) = Z

cMemx =

|Jlf|SB
I

=-

Z

1

-

n2T

/• 2t

I

I

\M | SB L47T2Jo
¡\2tr

/» 2ir

I

I

Air2JoJo

-l

/(M>v)e~i(mu+nv)dudv eiMX

«2o

J

f(u, v)Dr(u — x, v — y)dudv

where

Dr(x, y) =

Z

<riMX =

| M | SB

Z

e'MX = DB(-x,

-y).

I M | SB

The function Dr(x, y) is thus a sort of Dirichlet kernel for circular summation.
Remark 6. Let T be a double trigonometric
series, T= 2~lcMeiMx. An
operator V-2, which shall be called the anti-Laplacian
operator, is defined to
act on T as follows.
Coo(x +

V~2T = —-—

y)2

„

+

— cM

Z
"-rijT^o \M\2

4

eiMX.

That is, V-2 is a formal right inverse to the Laplacian.
Note that V2(V~2)T
= T always, but that (V~2)V2T¿¿T if Coo^O. In this train, we define the
Mh power of the anti-Laplacian
to be the formal right inverse of (V2)(*\

Explicitly
coo(x+y)2k

(V-2)(»P=

n\,n/'

2*[(2*)l]

(-\)kcM

+

Z

,íji,

eiMX

\M\

If cM= o(\M\y),
72;-1,
then (V"2)W2I+2P will converge uniformly,
either rapidly or circularly, to some function F(x, y). This is true by virtue
of the fact that
in this event cM/\M\2k = o((\ M\2)yi2~¡yM-2) and so
Z| cm\ /| M|2í< «>. If coo= 0, the Riesz-Fischer
Theorem
tells us that
(v-2)(W2]+2>r¡S(5|y].
Remark 7. We shall now discuss another essential notion, that of localizing function.
By a domain we shall, as usual, mean an open connected set. When speaking of a closed domain we shall mean a domain plus its boundary.
Now let
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dt be a closed domain contained in the interior of the fundamental
square ß,
let dt° denote the interior of 9Î, and let dt' be another closed domain such
that 9Î'C9Î°. A function X(x, y) which is continuous,
is of period 2-k in each
variable, has Fourier coefficients 0(| M\~"), ¡j. a sufficiently large positive
integer, and such that X(x, y) =0 for (x, y) not in 9Î (mod 2tt) and X(x, y) = 1
for (x, y) in 9Î' (mod 2ir), is called a localizing function for the domains 9Î

and9r.
To obtain X(x, y) we proceed as follows. Let 9îi be a closed domain such
that 9Î' is interior to 5}îi, 9îiC9t°, and all boundary
points of 9îi are at
distance € from the boundary of 9î, where e is less than one half the distance
from the boundary of 3Î to that of 9Î'. Let K(s, t) be a function of class Cw
which is zero outside of a circle C with center at the origin and radius t and
such that the integral of K(s, t) taken over C is one. Finally, let <b(x, y) be a
function which is one on 9ii and zero elsewhere. Then it is easily verified

that the function

-SI

X(x, y) = I

4>(s,t)K(s — x, t - x)dsdt,

where C(x, y; e) is the circle with center at (x, y) and radius e, is a localizing
function for UÎ and 9Î'. This construction
is due to Dr. A. Calderón. If 9Î and
9î' are rectangles or concentric circles, simpler constructions
are available.
We now state the theorem from which we deduce our localization theorem.

Theorem

= o(\M\y),

3. Let Tx be a double trigonometric

series with coefficients aM

72;— 1. Then the series (V~2)MTx with w=[7/2]

+ 2 converges

uniformly to a function F(x, y). Further, let X(x, y) be a localizing function of
class Cms+2u)) associated with the domains 9î and 9Î' and whose Fourier coefficients are consequently a^ = 0(| A/j ~(S+2")), where once again 5 = 5 + 2(7 + 1).

Then the difference
Ab(x, y) =

Z

aMeiMX

]M | SB
I

-I

/» 2t

4t2Jo

n 2t

I
Jo

F(u, v)\(u, v)(V2)mDr(u - x, v - y)dudv

is summable (C, 7 + 1) to zero, uniformly for all (x, y) in dt'.
If Tx is a Fourier series of a function f in Lp, Kp^2,
then Ar(x, y) is
summable

(C, i/p)

to zero.

The uniform convergence of (V-2)("')T'i to P(x, y) was shown in Remark
6. In the rest of the proof we consider two cases. First, suppose that aoo = 0.
Then, as has already been noted, (V~2)(")T'i is @[P] and converges absolutely
and uniformly to F. Also, ©[X] converges absolutely
and uniformly to X.
Thus the formal product ©[P]©[X]
is ©[2rX]. Now clearly, the function
AbC^, y) is the circular partial sum of rank R of the series Tx —(V2)("} {©[2^]}.
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But in view of the above discussion,

TxUtilizing
Tx-

(V2)<»>{©[PX]} = Tx-

V2(co){©[F]©[X]}.

(9), we can write this as

(V2)'»-1»

l~i
r n
r -.
/d®[F]
{V2©[27]}©[X] + 2(-—
L
\ dx

d©[x]
dx

-—

d<S[F] d©[x]\

. ..

. „1

+ ————■) + ©[*]{v*@[x]} .
dy

It is clear that repeated

applications

dy

will therefore

/

yield

(V»)-{@[PX]}
= Z ßr,,.ui(V2)^ ^lf!L^[F]\
r.s,t,u

{

dxM

dy( '

)

I

dx(s) dy(i)

J

where the numbers ßr,a,t,u are constants
and the summation
is taken
all quadruples of integers (r, s, I, u) such that 2r+s+£ + 2w = 2co. Thus

over

Tx-

(V2)<»>©rPX]= Pi-

(17)
since ©[P]

{(V2)<»>©[27]}@[X]- Z &,.•.„{

= 2\(i-©[x])= (V-2)(ai) Pi. Each

Zßr...,..{

}{ }

}{ }

of the series
d(s)

i-©[x],

d(i)

(v2)«~—©[x]

is zero in 9Î', satisfies equation (7), and has coefficients
other hand, each of the series

dM
(V2)W-@P

Tx,

cxm= 0(\ M\ ~5). On the

ß(.t)

ßXM d_yU)

L

has coefficients at worst o(\ M\y). Therefore, Theorem 2 is applicable to each
of the terms in (17), and so each series is summable (C, 7 + 1) to zero, uni-

formly in dt'In case two we consider series Pi which consist only of the constant
aoo- Then equation (16) reads
&r(x, y) = aoo-j

4ir2 Jo

Integrating

by parts

I
Jo

F(u, v)\(u,

2co times gives

v)(V2)(-")Dr(u

term

— x, v — y)dudv.
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(18) Ar(x, y) = aoo-I

«2t

4îT2J 0

If we define the function
0^v^2ir
and extend the
able, then the integral in
the Fourier series of T at
T(u,v)

[March

•» 2r

I

(V2)<">{F(m,v)\(u, v) }Dr(u-x,

J 0

v-y)dudv.

T(u, v) to be (V2)M{F(u, v)\(u, v)} for 0s;w<J27r,
function to be periodic of period 2t in each vari(18) is merely the circular partial sum of rank R of
the point (x, y). Now
«oo(w + v)2"\(u,

= (V2)<">|~

2" [(2«) I]

(19)

v)'

.
¿)(«+f)

= aoo Z

dr,s,,(u + vY2"-* ———-X(w,

r+8+<=2*

v)

dw<*W>

where r, s, t, are positive integers or zero. Recalling that \(u, v) has Fourier
coefficients 0(| M| _(ä+2°')) and is zero outside of 9Î, we see that T(u, v) is
continuous and has an absolutely and uniformly convergent
Fourier series
in the fundamental
square ß. From the uniformity
of the convergence and
the continuity of V we learn that ©[r] must converge to T at every point.
From the absolute convergence we find that the series must be absolutely
circularly summable and therefore uniformly circularly summable.
In summary, the integral in (18) tends to T(x, y) as R tends to infinity, uniformly
for all (x, y) in ß. But for (x, y) in 3Î', T(x, y)=aoo, as can be seen from
(19). Consequently,
AR(x, y)—>0 as 22-+<x>, uniformly for all (x, y) in dt'.
Since any series Pi is the sum of two series, one consisting of the constant term alone and the other of the nonconstant
terms, we combine the
results of the two cases just treated to establish (16).
In the event that Pi is a Fourier series of a function in Lp, \<p-¿2,
the
proof of the general case still applies. However, the corollary, rather than
Theorem 2, is used in the appropriate
place.
Remark
8. If in (19) we replace the function aoo(u+v)2"/2co[(2co)\]
by
any function H(u, v) which has all derivatives of order 2(oj + 2) on 91°, which
has the property that it and its derivatives remain bounded as the boundary
of 9Î is approached,
and which satisfies the partial differential
equation
(V2)(u)2ï=0 on Üí0, then we can modify the above discussion very slightly to

show that
2x

F(u, v)\(u, v)(V2Y"WB(u - x, v - y)dudv -> 0
4x2 Jo

Jo

as R—><»,uniformly for (x, y) in 9Î'.
Theorem 4. If T and T' are two double trigonometric series with coefficients
o(\M\y), 7=^—1, and if the functions F and F' associated with each of these
series are equal in a closed domain SRcontained in the interior of the fundamental
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square ß, then in every smaller closed domain 9i' contained in 9Î0, the interior
of 91, the series T—T' is uniformly summable (C, 7+1) to zero. The condition
that F—F' vanish in 9Î can be replaced by a more general one. For example, if

7 = —1, then if F and F' differ in 9î by a function G which has all derivatives of
order six in 9î°, is harmonic in 91°, and which has the property that its derivatives
are bounded as the boundary of 9î is approached, we find that the series T—T'
will still be summable to zero, uniformly for (x, y) in 9Î'. Ify> — \ and G has all
derivatives of order 2(w + 2) in 9Î0, satisfies the partial differential equation
(V2)(u)G = 0 there, and fulfills the requirement that its derivatives remain bounded
as the boundary is approached, then we have the series T— T' uniformly sum-

mable (C, 7 + 1) to zero on 9Î'.
If the series are Fourier series of functions f and f in Lv, l<p^2,
that T—T' is summable (C, i/p) to zero, uniformly on 9Î'.

we get

All of the above statements are immediate consequences of the preceding
theorem, with the generalizations
following from Remark 8.
4. The conjugate series. By a series conjugate to a double trigonometric
series P= 2~2°MeiMX,we shall mean the double trigonometric
series T given by
r~ =

3"* f

r

pUmx+ny)

where ema = signum (mn). For a discussion of this definition see [5]. On the
basis of results in one dimension [6] one would expect the following theorem

to hold.
"Let T and T' be series conjugate to the series P and T' of Theorem 4.
Then under the conditions of that theorem, the conclusions apply to the
series T and T', but with the words 'summable to zero' replaced by 'sum-

mable'."
In proving such a result by our methods, the key theorem would be the
one on multiplication
which would now read:
"Let Pi and P2 be two series satisfying the hypotheses
of Theorem 2.
Then the series P3 conjugate to the formal product of Pi and P2 is uniformly

summable

(C, 7+1)

on the set E."

This statement,
surprisingly enough, is false, as the following simple example shows. Let Pi= Za">" exP i(mx+ny),
where

(\\/m
\/m log
lc (m +1),

lO,

if

n = 0, m à 1,

otherwise.
ot

Let P2 = 2isin (x+y) =exp i(x+y) —exp i(x+y), and take the set E to be the
origin. Hence amh = o(l/(w2+w2)1/2) and P2 = 0 on E. The formal product T3
is given by
Í 3 =

2—1Amen,

Amn

Thus all Amn = 0 except the following

=

ffm-l,n-l

ßm+l.n+l-
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Am,x = \/(m -

1) log miîm

è 2, Am,-x = -

[March

l/(w + 1) log (m + 2)iîm

â 0.

Clearly, the series T3 is circularly
summable
to 0 at the origin, while P3
diverges to + <x>.Thus T3 is summable by no regular method. As a matter of
fact we can take for P2 a function with a zero at the origin of arbitrarily
large order and the conclusion will still hold. For example, take sin2n+1(x+y),

w = 0, 1, 2, • • • .
5. Extensions and generalizations.
In this section we shall generalize our
results in two distinct directions. First, we extend our results to the /e-dimensional case.
If we make the obvious changes in our definitions and notation to conform
to the «-dimensional
situation, we have the following localization
theorem.

Theorem

5. Let T and T' be two k-dimensional

with coefficients o(\M\y), y^-(k-l).

trigonometric

series, k^l,

Let (V~2Y")T=F and (V-2)<<*>P'
= P',

where now « = [7/2 ] + [k/2 ] +1. If F and F' are equal in a closed domain 91
contained in the interior of the fundamental
k-dimensional cube ß, the series
T—T' is spherically summable (C, y + k— 1) to zero, uniformly on every closed
domain 9Î' contained in the interior of 9Î.
Remark
9. As in Theorem 4 the condition F— P' = 0 on 9Í can be replaced by a more general one. We leave its formulation
to the reader.
An examination of the proof for k = 2 shows that with proper modifications
of orders of coefficients and of the exponents of the various operators,
the
proof is valid for all k^l.
For k = l, however, these results are not new,
having been obtained by Riemann, Rajchman,
and Zygmund. The reader
is referred to [7] where complete references for the case k = 1 are listed.
The second direction in which we generalize some of our results is that
of considering the sums Sr defined by certain curves other than circles. In
keeping with our former notation we shall denote a point (u, v) in the plane
merely by U. For every ß 2:1 we can introduce the Lß norm into the plane
as follows. Denoting the Lß norm of U by | U\ ß, we define

I U\ß= (\u\e + \v\?Yi?,
Consider now a curve Cr^ which is symmetric
axes and whose equation in the first quadrant

with respect
is

x» + y» = R»,

0 2=1.
to the coordinate

ß 2; 1.

Clearly, the curves CR,ß are circles with center at origin and radius R in the
Lß metric. (For ß = l we get diamonds,
for ß = 2, circles.) For brevity we
shall call curves which are circles in the Lß norm Lß circles.
Let P = 2~L°mexp (iMX) be a double trigonometric
series. We define the
type ß circular partial sums of rank R of T by the equation

SrÂx, y) =

Z
\M\ßeR

cMeiMX,

ß 2¡ 1.
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If ß = 2 we obtain the ordinary circular partial sums which we have already
considered.
For other values of ß the numbers SR,ß(x, y) are obtained by
summing those terms of P whose indices lie within or on the curve CR,ß.
We shall say that P is ß circularly summable to L(x, y) for (x, y) in a set E
in case limB-» SR,ß(x, y) =L(x, y).
We now state the following generalization
of Theorem 1.

Theorem
6. Let Tx and T2 be two double trigonometric
lowing properties

(i)

aM = o(\MÇ),

(ü)

(iii)

Z

series with the fol-

aM = 0(\M\t),

ß > 1,

0LMeiMX= 0,

for (x, y) belonging to a set E in the plane. Then the series T3, whose terms Am
are given by (1), is the formal product of Tx and T2 and is ß circularly summable
to zero, uniformly for all (x, y) in E.
To prove the theorem we first notice that the number of lattice points
contained
within and on a curve Cb?is is K(ß)R2 + 0(R), where K(ß) is a
constant which varies with ß. With this observation
taking the place of
Lemma 2, we can go through the proofs of Lemma 1, Lemma 3, and Theorem

1, replace the symbols | M\, \p\,

and Sr by | M\ß, \P\ß, and 5b,/3 respec-

tively, and interpret the words "circle" and "annulus"
to mean "Lß circle"
and "annulus in the Lß norm."
We now state a theorem which generalizes part of Theorem 2 and contains the localization
principle for ß circular summability
of double trigonometric series with sufficiently good coefficients.

Theorem
7. Let Tx be a double trigonometric series with coefficients aM
= o(\M\ß1), /3Sïl. Then the series (V~2)Pi converges uniformly to a function
F(x, y). Let X(x, y) be a localizing function associated with domains 9Î and
9î'. 2/X(x, y) has Fourier coefficients aM = 0(\ M\j¡~5), then the difference
Ar,s(x, y) =

Z

aMeiMX

\M\ßeR
1

/.2if

n 2T

I

I

4ir2 Jo

Jo

-'■>

where DRtß(x, y) = ZlüflpSs

F(u, v)\(u, v)(V2)ÜR,ß(u— x, v — y)dudv,

eiMX, tends to zero as 22—>=°, uniformly

for all

(x, y) in 9Î'.
The theorem just stated is a rephrasing of Theorem 3 for the case y = — 1
and with | M\ replaced by | M\ß. Thus once we establish that (V~2)Pi converges absolutely and hence uniformly to P(x, y), the proof of Theorem 3
goes through with the proper modification of symbols and reinterpretation
of
certain statements for the case now being taken up.
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The coefficients of (V~2)Pi are o(l/(|m|"+|»|
^(\
m\2+ \n\2)). If /3=;2
then \/(\m\^+\n\»y!^\/(\m\2+\n\2Ylß,
and so (V~2)Tx is majorized by a
series whose coefficients
are o(l/(| m\ 2+ \ n\ 2)i+Uß). In the event that
1 =j3^2, we have the following inequality which can be readily verified.
l/( | m \» + | w I")1'" = \/(m2 + n2)1'2,

1 = ß = 2.

Hence in this case (V~2)Pi is majorized by a series whose coefficients are
o(l/(m2+w2)3/2) and so is surely absolutely convergent.
Theorem 7 is thus
proved.
If we introduce the Lx metric in which the norm of a point U= (u, v) is
defined by | U\«, = max (\u\,
\v\), our curves Cr,x would be squares with
center at the origin and side 2P. Consideration
of the partial sums Sr,„(x, y)
would reduce to a very special case of restricted convergence of series [4].
Since the consideration
of localization
problems for series summed in the
restricted
sense will be discussed in a forthcoming
paper, we refrain from
considering the L„ norm here.
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